
Easter Origami


To celebrate Easter you can make an Easter Chick 
Bookmark and an Origami Bunny just for fun.


Tools and Materials:


- Paper 

- Felt tips 




First we will show you to make the Easter Chick Bookmark 
- taking an A4 piece of paper we need to make it square - 
fold the paper over to form a triangle like so


Fold the rectangle leftover from the triangle to make a line 
you can rip it off with






Now you have your square paper we are ready to start!




Fold the square in half to be a triangle then fold the corners 
of the triangle up to the top like so




Open the paper up again the bigger triangle and then taking 
the top point fold down one bit of paper towards the 
bottom of the triangle 




This is slightly tricky but taking the corners you originally 
folded up tuck them behind the piece you have just folded 

down - to create a pocket. 




You should end up with it looking like this


Then you can start decorating your Easter Chick




Ta-dah!




Now to make the Origami Bunny! You need to square off 
your paper like we did for the Easter Chick Bookmark.


We already have one line - so fold the paper the other way 
to make an X shape




Once you have the lines put in fold it back in half to make a 
triangle like so and then fold up the bottom bit so it looks a 
bit like a hat - or a boat




Now we need to make the ears take the folded up corners 
and bring to the middle like so




So you should end up with something looking like this


On the side without the gap tuck the top of the head behind  
to make the bunny face a better shape like so 




Repeat with the bottom of the face like this


Now you can decorate it!




And there you have it your own “Easter Origami”


